
A Knight’s Tale of Leadership 
 

Usually stories, songs and movies are meant merely to entertain us but sometimes 
they transcend this purpose to a higher one; to teach us a small truth if we will take the 
time to recognize it.  Recently I saw a movie that was highly entertaining but at the same 
time gave me an illustration for leadership and proved a valuable tool for teaching my 
kids about leadership in a way that was clear and easy to pay attention to.  The name of 
the movie is A Knight’s Tale starring Heath Ledger. 

 
As one might imagine, the movie is set in medieval times but the modern 

hairstyles and soundtrack are a great twist.  While it is a comedy/action movie it also tells 
very simply how to be a leader and the rewards one can reap from being that leader. 

 
William (Ledger) is taught love, vision and how to believe in his vision by his 

father, who because of his love for his son makes him a squire to a famous knight in the 
hope that his son can “change his stars”.  The knight and the other two squires evidently 
continue this example of love as William grows up and William never lets go of his 
dream to become a knight.  When the knight dies, initially William acts from a 
desperation to feed himself and the other two squires, but quickly realizes that this is the 
chance he has been waiting for and here is where the leadership lesson begins.  

 
William believes in the three of them and loves the other two as brothers with a 

philial love born from their years of service to the knight and each other.  Philial love is a 
love the Middle Greeks identified as the love two Army buddies or long time neighbors 
have for each other or even the love one has for humanity.  This love is the first 
requirement of true leadership.   

 
The other two squires know William loves them, is doing his best for all of them 

and would not purposely lead them into danger solely for his own gain.  This love allows 
them to be receptive to Will’s vision for the lives they can all share in.  He takes each of 
their dreams into account (one wants to go back to England to visit his family and the 
other wants to eat well and regularly) and paints scenes from their visions into his vision. 

 
After loving them and showing them a vision they can see themselves in, he then 

delegates the management of their meager resources (money, the horse, time) in such a 
way to make the vision become a reality.  As with all of us, things do not always go 
smoothly for our heroes but Will continues to treat his people, including Geoffrey 
Chaucer and the female blacksmith with love and respect.  In return, they are not only 
willing to tolerate him when times are tough, they literally protect him with their own 
bodies near the end of the movie when he is incapable of protecting himself. 

 
In the course of the movie, William meets Prince Edward on the lists.  The first 

time, William does not know his opponent but because of his sense of philial love, he 
shows mercy to the Prince when the Prince is injured.  The second time he meets the 
Prince, William knows him for who he is and having the courage to face the Prince, 



jousts with him in a fair manner and acquits himself well.  These two displays of philial 
love do not go unnoticed by Prince Edward, who seems to lead this way as well. 

 
The Prince saves William from the stocks (and worse) near the end of the movie, 

and because of all he knows of William bestows a knighthood upon him.  In this 
exchange, the Prince tells William, “Your men love you; if I knew nothing else of you 
that would be enough.”  The Prince understands leadership, or at least the most important 
aspect of it; which is a leader must act in a manner that demonstrates his sense of philial 
love.  If a person doesn’t, then the influence a person exerts is born out of nothing more 
than fear or coercion. 

 
The second requirement of leadership, vision, is also shown in the movie.  

William has a vision of “changing his stars” or breaking out of his social class and 
becoming a knight.  He does a great job of articulating his vision to his people, but more 
than this he shows them how their visions fit into his.  From the very beginning, he loves 
them enough to find out what their dreams are, rolls those dreams into his, and then 
actively tries to ensure that ALL of their visions are realized.  

 
The third and least important facet of leadership, management, is only 

demonstrated in a cursory manner.  Will is very good at empowering the people who 
work for him by delegating responsibilities and then allowing them to do what they are 
skilled at without interference.  He has a squire that takes care of the maintenance and 
feeding of the horse and equipment; another that manages the money, training and day-
to-day activities, a blacksmith that not only makes repairs to the armor but even designs a 
revolutionary armor for our hero, and a herald he nurses through a gambling addiction.  
As mentioned, Will stands by one of his companions through a problem and hires a 
female blacksmith that no one else believes in.  In both cases, he displays philial love for 
his companions and in the process earns the best they can give and a loyalty that knows 
no bounds. 

 
While it plays loose with history this movie is a lot of fun, but it can be used as a 

training tool for teaching potential leaders of all ages the true function and meaning of 
leadership.  


